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ParentingTT Update
By Barbara King, Executive Director
ParentingTT’s in-house team and
our allies have been engaged in a
number of parent education and
support activities over the last few
months as we continue to empower
and inform innovative parenting.
















26th March: Metal Industry
Company. Presentation by
Myna Anderson
7th March: UWI Open Campus
Pre-school. Presentation by
Barbara King on Parenting
Styles and their impact on
children
12th March: Santa Rosa ECCE
Centre, Santa Rosa Heights,
Arima, Presentation by Dorian
Porter on Effective Discipline
vs Punishment
27th May: St Barbara’s Baptist
School, Maloney. Presentation
by
Sharla
Dwarika
on
ParentingTT and its services
23rd March: Arouca RC Church
confirmation class workshop by
Barbara King and Dorian Porter
on Anger Management
14th June: Ambassadors Gospel
Ministries: Presentation by
Jemott Bain on Fatherhood.
13th June: ParentingTT, Arima:
Anger Mastery Workshop
conducted by Barbara King.
ParentingTT’s team have been
heard every Friday from 10.30
– 11 a.m. on Heartbeat Radio
103.5 with Marcia Miranda.

Our
community
engagement
project on the North Coast in
partnership with BG Trinidad and
Tobago, continued with activities

to regenerate and strengthen
the
Blanchisseuse
Secondary
School PTA. The.art.IS company
conducted training of Form One
students in Spoken Word poetry
and Marina Torres, Education and
Developmental Specialist conducted
social and emotional learning
sessions which have been focused
on teaching mindfulness strategies
to all students. counselling services
have also been made available to
students through this programme.
Project Manager: Sharla Dwarika,
Assistant Gail McLean, social and
emotional support for students
is provided by Patricia Fredrick
and Gerrard Dennis. The PTA
project is lead by Barbara King of
ParentingTT with support Pat and
Gerry, members of the North Coast

Empowerment Group (NCEG). The
NCEG an outcome of the first phase
of the programme (2012-14) a result
of the Appreciative Inquiry Project
led by Cheryl McKenzie-Cook.
Our Board and staff have partnered
with John Thomas of The Eastern
Performing Arts Fraternity to host a
fundraising event: Wine and Cheese,
Music and Art an independence gala.
Part of the proceeds will be directed
to the provision of parent education
and support services at ParentingTT.
We extend deep gratitude to the
generous and talented friends of
ParentingTT who have donated
their time, talent and services to the
success of this event.
We look forward to seeing you there.

Blanchisseuse Secondary School PTA
members at May meeting

Parents and teachers work at solving
tangrams
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Parent participating in the group activity

•
•
•
•
•
•

Products & Services
Parent education:
Talks, workshops and courses
on various topics (e.g. Anger and
Stress Management, Effective
Communication, Surviving SEA);
Parent Training Courses:
21st Century Parenting;
Becoming A Love and Logic Parent;
Anger Management
Parenting Support:
Quarterly Newsletter

•
•
•

Facilitator Training course
for parent educators
Listening, therapeutic
counselling and referrals
Parent empowerment activities:
support groups, coaching,
community engagement projects
For children:
Counseling, educational
assessments, workshops and
vacation camps
Social media:
Website: www.parentingtt.org,
Facebook: parentingtt

T&T Innovative Parenting
SupportA registered non-profit
organization
PARENTING SUPPORT
NEWSLETTER
Editor: Barbara King;
Produced by:ParentingTT
Layout: Kathryn Duncan;
Proof Reading: ParentingTT Team
Printed by: Guardian Printing Service

House of Angostura,

Tel: 664-1520; 289-1788 (1PTT)
Visit our website or email us today!
Email: parentingtt@gmail.com
Website: www.parentingtt.org

EMR, Laventille
August 30 at 5:00 pm
Contribution: $300
Dress: Elegantly Casual
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Back to
School
Prep
This time of year can be as exciting as it can be nerveracking -- for parents as well as students. The anticipation
of beginning a new school year, making new friends, and
learning new things can bring anxiety to families. It is
both wise and considerate to take some time to prepare
your children as the new school year begins.
Get them back on track with a schedule similar to the
one they will have when school starts. Gradually send
them to bed earlier and wake them up early, so that they
will be used to that sleep schedule when school starts.

As part of the back to school preparations it might be a
good idea to take some time to discuss goals. Parenting
advisor at Parents Place.com Erlyne Osburn, recommends
you; “Relay your expectations to your children.” They
need to know what is expected of them and how they can
go about meeting those goals.
This might be more meaningful to your children if
they participate in establishing the ground rules. For
example, what are your expectations about preparations
for school, care of books and personal items? Rather than
lecture and command, make it into a discussion: How
can we keep books in good condition? What can you
do to make sure your things are not lost? What is the
best way to get homework done effectively? They might
want to stop halfway through homework for a snack or
to play. Is this something that you will allow, or will they
be allowed to play and have something to eat before
homework time?

Create a workspace conducive for each of your children
to work and learning in. One that is not only quiet and
well lit, but also well-equipped. When your children are
doing their homework, limit the noise in the house as
much as possible. They will be able to concentrate better
without distractions.
Be consistent - set aside time each day for children
to work on academic skills, such as reading, math, and
journal writing. Try to stick to the same basic schedule
as much as possible. Create a checklist for each child
that indicates which skills should be worked on each
day. Spending a few minutes on spelling and math facts
can increase your child’s ability to recall them, and will
probably help his overall grades. Children respond well
to structure and schedules, so try to be consistent from
the beginning.

Together, come up with a list of guidelines or rules. Let
the child write them down and they can and put them in
an appropriate place as a reminder.
Whatever the rules are, be consistent about enforcing
them. Of course, there are going to be exceptions to the
rules, and those times will require some commonsense
and flexibility. But let the child take responsibility for his
school performance while assuring him of your support.
Source: Study smart: Five tips to help your child make
the grade by Erlyne Osburn ParentsPlace.com®		
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The Children’s Authority Advocacy
http://ttchildren.org

The Children’s Authority has a critical
Advocacy role which seeks to promote
the well-being of all children including
citizens, residents, non-residents and
refugees in Trinidad and Tobago.
This involves actions geared towards
promoting the development of a childfriendly society, influencing policy and
effecting positive change for the children
in Trinidad and Tobago.
The Authority’s goals also revolve around
speaking out on behalf of children and
ultimately empowering them to speak out
on their own behalf. In order to achieve this, the organisation seeks to ensure that persons understand the
problems children face, empower them to effectively tackle these problems, and equip children with the tools
needed to express their views.

Child Rights
What are Human Rights?
Human rights are the basic elements that humans need
in order to live with dignity. They are rights which
are assured simply by virtue of being human and are
meant to ensure that individuals develop and reach their
potential. Human rights include, but are not limited to,
the right to food, housing, health care, and the right to
self-expression, hold religious beliefs, and be free from
violence and abuse.

• The Declaration on the Survival, Protection and
Development of Children, World Summit for
Children (1990)
• The Millennium Development Goals (2000)
• A World Fit for Children (2002)
Consistent with these principles, a Package of Children’s
Legislation was also developed with the Children’s
Authority at its centre.

What are Children’s Rights?
Children’s Rights are human rights specifically adapted
to the child because they take into account children’s
vulnerabilities, specificities, age-appropriate needs and
their special need for protection.
Children’s Rights in Trinidad and Tobago
Trinidad and Tobago has signed and ratified many
international conventions promoting the rights of
children, including:
• The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child
(1989)
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The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child
(UNCRC Child-Friendly Language).
The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC)
was adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1989
at the end of a process that had begun in 1979 with
the International Year of the Child. It seeks to bring
together the children’s rights articulated in several
other international conventions while also expressly
identifying unique needs of children that had previously
gone unaddressed. The CRC seeks to foster a new mindset as it relates to children whereby children are no longer
viewed as objects of charity, but as social actors and
active holders of their own rights and responsibilities
appropriate to their age and level of development.

• The Right to Life, Survival and Development
(Article 6) – This implies that a child’s life is to
be protected in all circumstances. These are rights
to access the resources, skills and contributions
necessary for the survival and full development
of the child. The child’s right to survival and
development include for example, the right to
health, nutrition, shelter, education, leisure, gender
equality, and information about their rights. Also,
it should be noted that it would address the needs
of refugee children, children with disabilities and
children of minority or indigenous groups.
• Respect for the Views of the Child (Article 12)
– This principle means that when decisions are
being taken concerning children, the child has a
right to say what he/she thinks should happen, and
these views should be heard and respected.

There are four guiding principles which underpin the
CRC:
• Non Discrimination (Article 2) – State Parties
undertake to respect and ensure that the rights
identified in the CRC apply to each child within
their jurisdiction without discrimination of any
kind. Therefore every child should have equal
access to services and protections.
• The Best Interests of the Child (Article 3) – The
best interests of children must be the primary
concern in any decision making that concerns
children. This applies to all actions concerning
children, whether taken by the State, parents,
public or private social welfare institutions, courts
of law, administrative authorities or legislative
bodies. It therefore means that laws, policies,
administrative decisions, resource allocations and
other measures undertaken by countries must be
formulated based on the impact they will have on
children.

The 3 Ps of Children’s Rights:
The substantive rights in the Convention can
be grouped into three categories: Protection,
Provision, and Participation, sometimes called
the 3Ps.
Rights to protection. For example these include
protection from:
• All forms of violence (article 19)
• Child labour and sexual exploitation (articles
32 & 34)
• Drug Abuse (article 33).
• Rights to provision. For example, children
have the right to:
• Education (article 28)
• Leisure, play and culture (article 31)
• Health care (article 24) and
• Adequate standard of living (article 27).
• Rights of participation. These articles
include children’s rights to:
• Respect for the views of the child (article
12)
• Freedom of expression (article 13)
• Freedom of thought, conscience, and
religion (article 14)
• Freedom of Association (article 15)
Cont’d on page 12
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Education: Know What’s Available
Educational Guidance, Counselling and Social
Work Services
Educational guidance, counselling and social work
services are provided at primary and secondary
schools throughout Trinidad and Tobago. These
services are offered by the Student Support Services
(SSS) Division of the Ministry of Education with
the aim of increasing student success by providing
support through:

Who can access services?
In order to qualify for services, a child must require
special education and related services due to his or
her different abilities and learning style. Children
with any of the following conditions are usually
eligible for educational guidance, counselling and
social work services from the SSS:
• Autism.
• Traumatic brain injury.
• Mental retardation.
• Emotional disturbance.
• Specific learning disability.
• Speech or language impairments.
• Hearing impairments including deafness.
• Visual impairment, including blindness
and partially sighted.
• Orthopaedic impairment.
• Other health impairment.
• Multiple disabilities.
• Developmental delay.

99 Counselling and specialised intervention
strategies for students on extended suspension
and other at-risk students.
99 Specialised services for students with
moderate or severe special educational needs.
99 Social work services for students with
psychosocial and behavioural difficulties at
selected primary schools in each Educational
District.
99 Early intervention, diagnosis and remediation
for selected primary schools in each Education
District.

How does my child access these services?
A student in need of educational guidance,
counselling or social work services usually displays
learning or behavioral problems in the classroom.
The teacher observes this behaviour and consults with
the student’s parents, a school-based support team
and other resources (including guidance officers,
special education teachers, school social workers,
school psychologists and district health centres) to
intervene and implement mediation strategies. The
school then coordinates with the student’s parents to
ensure that any remediation is supported both in the
classroom and at home.

Guidance and counselling services include
counselling, referral and consulting. Social work
services include case work and intervention,
counselling, referral and consulting, home visits
and parent education, social justice and court
preparation and processing support, psychological
skills development, crisis management and
intervention training, and community outreach and
linkage.

Where can I find more information?
For more information, please contact the Student Support
Services Division of the Ministry of Education. The
Division office is open Monday through Friday, from 8:30
am to 4:00 pm, except public holidays.
Student Support Services Division
Ministry of Education
66 Pembroke Street, Port of Spain, Trinidad, West Indies
Tel: (868) 625-7935 or (868) 627-1271
Fax: (868) 627-1271 | Email: sssd@gov.tt
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How can
I help
my child
be ready
to enter
primary
school?

99 Is my child cognitively and intellectually ready?
99 Is my child curious and eager to learn?
You can help your child achieve readiness goals by
focusing on the following activities:
99 Encourage your child’s curiosity about the world
he lives in.
99 Read to your child and play language games.
99 Communicate to and with your child
99 Talk about and act out feelings. Ask questions such
as “How do you think that made him feel?” or
“How did you feel when your friend pushed you?”
99 Make time for play and play with your children.
99 Most of all become involved in your child’s school
and enjoy your primary school experience.

Many parents ask this question as their children approach
primary school age. They worry about whether their
children have learnt to read, write and do math. Parents
often express anxiety about their children’s ability to
pass the “entrance examination” for the primary school
they want them to go to. Some parents’ concerns are
warranted but many are overrated because of the
conflicting opinions of friends and families.
Research by child development theorists has shown
that it is more beneficial to assess children’s readiness
for school by looking at their development in five main
areas or domains:

Happy Parenting!
Marina Torres M.A.
Development & Education Specialist
84 Hilltop Drive, Champs Fleurs, Trinidad, West Indies
Tel: 868-663-1766 | E-mail: torreswood@gmail.com

Cognitive Development - ability to learn and solve
problems, e.g. a four year old learning how to count the
number of sweets he has.
Social and Emotional Development - ability to interact
with others, help themselves and practice self-control,
e.g. a five year old joining a game and learning to take
turns or share.
Speech and Language Development - ability to
both understand and use language, e.g. a five year old
answering simple questions about his/her name, age,
likes and dislikes and general information about family.
Fine Motor Skill Development - ability to use small
muscles, namely hands and fingers, to pick up small
objects, hold a spoon, turn pages in a book, or draw with
a crayon.
Gross Motor Skill Development - ability to use large
muscles to hop, jump, climb and play.
Therefore, in order to assess your child’s readiness, you
should ask the following questions:
99 Is my child socially and emotionally ready for
school?
99 Has my child acquired satisfactory motor skills?
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Study on Self-esteem in boys
A study of boys carried out in the late 60’s found that
boys with high self-esteem were confident about their own
perceptions and judgements, they expected to succeed at
new tasks and to influence others. They readily expressed
their own opinions, were also doing better in school and
were more often chosen as friends by other children than
low-esteem boys.
These low-esteem boys were seen as “a sad little
group”. They were isolated, fearful, and reluctant to join
in. They were self-conscious, over-sensitive to criticism,
consistently under-rated themselves and tended to underachieve in class. They were preoccupied with their own
problems.
There were no significant differences in intelligence or
physical attractiveness between the two groups and they
were from the same kind of social background. So what
caused the differences in self-worth?

The researchers interviewed the children and their mothers
about their child-rearing methods and found significant
differences between the two sets of parents. Their
conclusions suggested that optimum conditions for the
development of high self-esteem involve a combination of
firm enforcement of limits on the child’s behaviour, plus
a good deal of acceptance of the child’s autonomy and
freedom within those limits. Firm management helps the
child to develop firm inner controls. And a predictable and
structured environment helps the child to deal effectively
with the situations that arise and so feel “in control” of the
world rather than controlled by it.
These boys were observed into adulthood and the
high-esteem boys consistently outperformed the lowesteem boys and proved more successful educationally and
vocationally.
Source: Psychology: Gross p 524 Coopersmith
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Laws of Household
Physics:
Ever notice that the laws of household physics
are every bit as real as every other law in the
universe? Here are a few examples:

• A child’s eagerness to assist in any
project varies in inverse proportion
to the ability to actually do the work
involved.
• Leftovers always expand to fill all
available containers plus one.
• A newly washed window gathers dirt
at double the speed of an unwashed
window.
• The same clutter that will fill a onecar garage will fill a two-car garage.
• Three children plus two cookies
equals a fight.
• The potential for disaster is in
direct proportion to the number of
TV remote controls divided by the
number of viewers.
• The number of doors left open
varies inversely with the outdoor
temperature.
• The capacity of any hot water heater
is equal to one and one-half sibling
showers.
• Place two children in a room full of
toys and they will both want to play
with the same toy.

Parenting Support Directory
ADHD Foundation: 371-2931
Adult Literacy Tutors Assoc. Tel: 624ALTA (2582)
AIDS or HIV Counselling.
Tel: 625-2437/0646-7
AIDS Hotline
Tel: 625-2437
Alcoholics Anonymous
Tel: 627-8213, 679-0066
Assoc. For Early Childhood Education
- Promoting quality care and education.
Tel: 622-3887
Assoc. for Retarded Children, Lady
Hochoy Home, Cocorite
Tel: 622-4495/4714Fax:662-9329
Autistic Society of T & T
Parental support, education for families.
Tel: 669-0462/646-5506
Child Guidance
Assessment of children with behaviour
problems, child psychiatry and
counselling, parent advice, Free.
Pembroke Street, POS, Pleasantville Tel:
726-1324

Living Waters Hospice for the
Terminally ill
Tel: 622-1424
Disabled Women’s Network (DAWN)
Counselling and training Tel: 625-2479
Domestic Violence Hotline
Any day, any time. Counselling, support,
emergency shelter. 800-SAVE (7283)
Dyslexia Association
Training and information for parents and
teachers.
The ALTA Bldg. 84 Belmont Circ. Rd.
624-READ
Division of Aging
Address: No. 78 Independence Square ,
Port of Spain , Trinidad & Tobago
Hotline: Older Persons Information
Centre (OPIC)
Tel: 623-7242,ext 4190-4195
Emmanuel Community
Counselling, spiritual support. 6288181/1586
Families In Action
Counselling Services, addiction support
group. Parenting courses
Tel: Hotline: 622-6952, 628-8230

CHILDLINE
Free telephone counselling for children.
To report child abuse 800-4321

Families of the Disabled
Counselling, advocacy, recreation.
Tel: 632-1710

CHOICES
Child Welfare League
programme to educate teen parents.
Tel: 623-6301

Family Planning Assoc.
Oxford Street, Port of Spain
Tel: 623-5169/4764

Coalition Against
Domestic Violence - information and
assistance. Tel: 624-0402
Consumer Affairs Division 623-7741
Complaints line 800-4CPS (4277)
Creative Parenting for the New Era,
(CPNE)
Facilitator training programmes for
effective work with parents.
Tel: 626-2424
COUNSELLING:
Association of Catholic Counsellors
21 Taylor Street Woodbrook
Tel: 622-8586, 623-6723
Child Development and
Education Specialist,
Marina Torres,
Tel: 663-1766
Loss and Grief
Lauren Pouchet
Tel: 633-4733
Tel: 625-3680

Family Services Division
Port of Spain
Tel: 624-8218/625-0439
Foundation for Human Development
Workshops, counselling
36 Cascade Road, Cascade
Tel: 621-5968; ffhd@tstt.net.tt
Husband’s Club of Trinidad and
Tobago: Wayne Thomas 306-8636
Legal Aid: 652-0454
Lady Hochoy Home
Early intervention programme & physco
therapy . To teach parents the necessary
skills so that they can be the
teachers. Tel/fax: 6672314
Mamatoto
Resource and Birth Centre, Clifford St.
Belmont. Tel: 621-2368
Mediation Centres
resolution
services free of charge for minor criminal
matters - common assault, family or civil
disputes. Regional services available.
Tel: 625-5487

Mediation Services Free. Hugh
Wooding Law School Legal Aid Clinic
Tel: 663-6274/662-2577
Ministries:
People and Social Development –
adoption, social welfare, disability affairs,
Self Help: 624-5319
Ministry of Sport & Youth Affairs. Sports
programmes, Youth development and
Apprenticeship Centres: 625-5622-4

TIBS (The Informative Breastfeeding
Service) Information & support for
breastfeeding mothers. 8 Rust Street, St.
Clair. Tel: 628-8234
ParentingTT/T&T Innovative Parenting
Support - TTIPS
Parent education, counseling Parenting
Support Newsletter, 25 Sanchez Street,
Arima. 664-1520, 289-1PTT(1788) 3902802, 389-6928

Moms for Literacy
Teaching reading skills and more
Tel: 663-6667/638-6667

The Rapport information Centre. Youth
arm of the National AIDS programme.
Offering counselling, crisis counselling,
teen support services.
Tel: 627-0841

Mothers Union of the Anglican
Church. Assistance for single parents
and families. Tel: Margaret Maxwell
640-0805

T&T Cancer Society Providing medical
care, counselling, support for individuals
and groups.
Tel: 622-6827, 622-8947

National Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Prevention Prog. Information and
training on substance abuse prevention
Tel: 627-3506/3527

South Cancer Support Group,
45 Pointe-a-Pierre Rd. San Fernando
652-9144

Piparo Empowerment Centre,
addiction counselling and support.
Tel: 656-0557
Police Juvenille Bureau & Counselling
Services
Tel: 627-4163
Probation Assistance:
Tel: 623-8248
Psychiatric Social Work Dept. St.
Ann’s Hospital clinics, counselling
and assistance with mental health
problems including substance abuse, the
homeless. Tel: 624-4379
Rape Crisis Society
Support and counseling provides
Counselling and advanced. Counselling
Training programmes on a regular basis.
#1 Robertson Ville, Belmont
POS: 622-727/7273/1079,
San Fernando: 657-5355
Rebirth House
For drug abuse counselling &
information,
Tel: 623-0952, 623-4872

Toco Foundation, Galera Road, Toco.
Parenting agents, youth HIV/AIDS
education. 670-1369
Tobago Support
Domestic Violence Social Services
and Gender Affairs
Tel: 639-1512/7943
TOWERS
Children and Family Services:
639-1512/7943
Social Welfare Unit: 639-2673/3421
660-7871
Probation
Probation Hostel: Salandy Bldg.
Piggot St. 660-7871
Adolescent Partnership Programme
and Long Term Care for the Elderly:
Tel:639-7943/1425
Outpatient and Substance Abuse
Clinic: 660-7872
Yahweh Foundation. 32 Calder Hall,
Phase 2 Scarborough.
Youth and parent programmes.
Tel: 639-2795

SERVOL
Adolescent/early childhood education,
vocational/parenting skills training.
Tel: 623-6324/627-9183

Working Women
14 Niles St., Tunapuna
Drop-in counselling Tues. Thurs. 3 - 6
p.m., Tel: 663-9509

Single Fathers Association. Darrell
Phillip 684-1704

YMCA, Benbow Rd., POS. Youth
outreach, after school and vacation
programmes,
child care, preschool.
Tel: 627-8764, 625-9622

Substance Abuse Prevention
National Alcohol and drug Abuse
Prevention Programme. Information and
training on substance Abuse Prevention
Tel :627-3506\3527
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YWCA
8a Cipriani Blvd. Newtown. Education
and training programmes
Tel: 627-6388

Cont’d from page 7

of institutions, facilities and services for the care of
children.

Parents’ Rights
One of the myths associated with the promotion of
children’s rights is the belief that promoting children’s
rights leads to a simultaneous limitation on parents’
rights, or that the promotion of children’s rights is
synonymous with children “getting their own way”.
However, this is an erroneous perception since within
the text of the Convention on the Rights of the Child
there is provision for the parents’ right to provide
parental guidance. Consequently, the Convention does
not take responsibility for children away from their
parents. In fact, parents maintain their right to direct and
guide their children. Additionally, it is envisioned that
parents will assist with the protection of their children’s
rights until the children are old enough to make their
own decisions.

States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to
ensure that children of working parents have the right to
benefit from child-care services and facilities for which
they are eligible.”
Thus, there is a clear recognition within the text of the
Convention that parents have primary responsibility for
the child’s care and development and that States are to
provide assistance to parents in the performance of their
duties and responsibilities towards their children.
Additionally, there are other provisions within
the Convention on the Rights of the Child which
acknowledge the role of parents in ensuring children’s
rights are secured. These include:
Article 9 addresses children’s rights to live with their
parents and to stay in contact with their parents (unless
it is not in the best interests of the child).

Article 5 of the Convention on the Rights of the
Child says:
“States Parties shall respect the responsibilities, rights
and duties of parents or, where applicable, the members
of the extended family or community as provided for
by local custom, legal guardians or other persons
legally responsible for the child, to provide in a manner
consistent with the evolving capacities of the child,
appropriate direction and guidance in the exercise
by the child of the rights recognised in the present
Convention.”

Article 10 addresses the need for family reunification
so that family members who live in different countries
should be allowed to move between those countries
so that parents and children can remain in contact.
Even within the Children’s Authority Act, Chap
46:10, at section 6 of the Act, there is an express
acknowledgment of parents’ right to be heard and their
right to a fair hearing, particularly as concerns child
protection proceedings. Therefore, in proceedings
being heard as it relates to the care and protection of
a child, parents will be given an opportunity to present
their views.

Parents therefore have the right to make decisions about
how they raise their children, without interference,
unless there are very good reasons and the child’s
wellbeing is at risk.
Article
18
of
the
Convention
says:
“States Parties shall use their best efforts to ensure
recognition of the principle that both parents have
common responsibilities for the upbringing and
development of the child. Parents or, as the case may
be, legal guardians, have the primary responsibility for
the upbringing and development of the child. The best
interests of the child will be their basic concern.

Points to Note:
• Both parents and children have rights and
responsibilities
• As the parent you have the right to make decisions
as to your child’s upbringing which would include
the right to set reasonable limits
• Children having rights is not synonymous with you
losing yours
• Parents play an integral role in ensuring children
learn to use their rights properly
• In matters concerning your children, you have the
right to express your views and you also have the
right to a fair hearing.

For the purpose of guaranteeing and promoting the
rights set forth in the present Convention, States Parties
shall render appropriate assistance to parents and legal
guardians in the performance of their child-rearing
responsibilities and shall ensure the development
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